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Abstract— Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes are ana-
lyzed using density evolution techniques for a frequency-non-
selective, time-selective fading channel where the fading affects
both the amplitude and the phase of the transmitted signal. To
aid the channel estimation process, pilot symbols are transmitted
periodically. The performance of several message-passing estima-
tion/decoding algorithms is investigated, and the optimal energy
allocation between the pilot and coded symbols is evaluated. The
results show that optimal power allocation can improve the per-
formance by more than 1 dB for moderate channel dynamics.
Finally, necessary and sufficient conditions for the convergence
to error-free transmission are derived that take into account the
channel coherence time.

I. INTRODUCTION

Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes in conjunction with
iterative decoding based on message-passing algorithms have
been shown to achieve excellent performance over the AWGN
channel [1], [2]. Their potential as capacity-achieving codes for
more realistic wireless channels has not been established yet.
However, experimental evidence as well as some preliminary
analytical results [3] have led to the conjecture that LDPC—or
in general turbo-like codes—can achieve capacity for a wide
range of channels [4]. In particular, the analysis of irregular
LDPC codes based on density evolution developed in [1], [2]
was extended in [3] for a memoryless frequency-non-selective
(i.e., flat) Rayleigh fading channel.

In this paper, we extend the analysis and design of LDPC
codes of [3] in two important directions. First, the effects of
both the amplitude and the phase of the fading channel are
taken into account. This is certainly a more realistic model
than the one assuming only amplitude variations of the trans-
mitted signal. Furthermore, when fading affects both the am-
plitude and the phase of the transmitted symbols, code design
becomes significantly more difficult, as evidenced in [5].1 Sec-
ond, channel dynamics are explicitly taken into account by con-
sidering a block-independent fading model. In particular, the
complex fading is considered constant for a block of length

�

(i.e., the channel coherence time) and independent from block
to block. Although coding for this channel is generally com-
plicated, in this paper we consider a simple coding scheme,
namely pilot-symbol-assisted LDPC codes. A pilot symbol of
specified energy is added in the beginning of each block to es-
tablish a reference for the phase of the symbols and aid (im-
plicitly) the estimation/decoding process. Multiple pilots could
be used in each block, but we only consider the single-pilot per

�
It is noted that this work refers to the more interesting case of space-time

coded complex fading channels.

block case. Clearly, the quality of channel estimation improves
with increased energy in the pilot, while the quality of the de-
coded symbols depends on the energy spent on the coded sym-
bols. Thus a trade-off between allocation of energy to the pilots
and coded symbols exists. Using density evolution, this trade-
off is studied analytically, and the optimal power allocation is
obtained for several receiver structures first suggested and an-
alyzed in [6], [7]. Thus a quantitative answer, that is closely
related to a particularly simple family of codes and decoders, is
obtained to the question of “how much pilot energy is required
for transmission in the noncoherent fading channel?” [8], [9]
for the single-antenna transmission scenario. These optimized
pilot-symbol-assisted LDPC codes are shown to perform very
close to the case when perfect channel state information (CSI)
is available at the receiver for slow and moderate channel dy-
namics, and the optimal allocation depends both on the channel
coherence time and the particular receiver used.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Sec-
tion II, we discuss the system and channel model. The specific
message-passing estimation/decoding algorithms are described
in Section III. The performance analysis using density evolu-
tion is presented in Section IV and the numerical results are
discussed in Section V. In Section VI, symmetry and stability
conditions are discussed.

II. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODEL

The factor graph [10] of the system considered here is shown
in Fig. 1. Each variable node represents a coded symbol, and
each code check node represents a parity check. In addition, the
variable nodes are connected to channel constraint nodes which
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Fig. 1. Factor graph for pilot-symbol-assisted LDPC code in a flat, block-
independent fading channel.



represent the constraints imposed by the fading channel. The
analysis presented in this paper can be applied to general irreg-
ular LDPC codes with maximum variable (check) node degree
of ��� ( ��� ) and degree polynomials �����
	 and �
���	 given in [2].

To facilitate channel estimation, the first transmitted symbol
in each block of length

�
is a pilot symbol (i.e., ������� ) of

energy ��� , followed by
�����

coded symbols, �����! "��# �%$
with energy �'& . The effective energy per information bit is�)(*�+���'&-,.� ��/ � �0�1� 	2	 /43 where 3 is the rate of the LDPC
code. Due to the pilot transmission, the overall rate of the code
is 3 �*� 3 � �5�.� 	 / �

. The received symbols for each block of
length

�
can be expressed as

6 � �87"9 � � � �:� 	<;>=*,@? � A �8��#CB>BCBD# ���E� # (1)

where �F�E�G�*� and �'����� & for A � � #CB>BCBD# ���!�
, the

fading coefficient 7 is modeled as a zero-mean circular complex
Gaussian random variable with �IHKJ 7LJ MDNO� �

, and the AWGN
noise is modeled by independent zero-mean circular complex
Gaussian random variables ?-� with �PHQJ ?R�SJ MTN-� � � . Thus, the
fading amplitude has a Rayleigh density while the fading phase
has a uniform density in H ��#TU4VR	 .

III. DECODING ALGORITHMS

Iterative decoding can be accomplished by message-passing
algorithms operating on the factor graph of the system. Mes-
sage exchange between variable and check nodes for LDPC
codes is well understood, thus we concentrate on the messages
generated at the channel constraint node. In the following, we
describe different options for message generation at the chan-
nel constraint node.

a) Sum-Product Algorithm: The channel constraint
node generates a log-likelihood ratio for the A th variable node
based on the information it receives from the

�W�1�
other vari-

able nodes and on the
�

channel output values. Assuming
that the incoming message from the X th variable node to the
channel constraint node is a log-likelihood ratio of the formY>Z �\[K]L^��`_ Z ��� Z ����	 / _ Z ��� Z � � 	2	 ,2 the outgoing message to
the A th variable node can be expressed as

a �O�b[K]L^
cbd%e ;C=gf �ih�jbk ��lSmgni#po1��q�	2	�r k)sitZ f �>u Zwvf � _ Z ��� Z 	cbd%e ;C=gf t h�j k ��lSmgni#po1��q�	2	�r k)sitZ f �>u Zwvf � _ Z ��� Z 	

# (2)

where hSj8k ��l�mgni#pxE��q�	y	 denotes an
�

-dimensional zero-
mean complex Gaussian pdf with covariance matrix

o1��q�	z�b�IH lLl|{}J q~N��b����{E, � �C� k # (3)

where ���+���i�L#>BCB>BD#y� k)s�t 	<� , � Z ��� � Z � �:� 	 ;C� , and � k is the
��� �

identity matrix.
It is a well-known fact that if the factor graph is cycle-free,

then at the termination of the sum-product algorithm, the max-
imum a posteriori (MAP) estimate of each coded symbol is ob-
tained [10]. However, evaluating the channel-to-variable-node�

It is assumed that the incoming message corresponding to the pilot symbol
is �p������� .

message has exponential complexity, as evidenced by the ex-
pression in (2). Motivated by this fact, suboptimal implemen-
tations of this operation are suggested in the next paragraphs
c) and e). In addition, paragraphs b) and d) deal with spe-
cial cases that serve as lower bounds on the performance of
the sum-product algorithm.

b) Perfect Channel State Information: When perfect
CSI is available at the receiver, i.e., when the fading amplitude7 is exactly known at the receiver side, the messages a � can be
evaluated as in [3]

a �:��[K]L^�� � 6 ��J ���:���S#p7C	� � 6 � J � � � � #p7C	 �0� � � &� � 3O�  6 ��7>� $ B (4)

Since the fading coefficient is known, no pilot symbol is nec-
essary. In addition, since a � is independent of all incoming
messages Y�Z , the message a � does not change with iterations.

c) Pilot Only Detection: In the pilot only (PO) case, only
the pilot symbol is used by the channel constraint node to ob-
tain information about the channel. In this case, the message
from the channel a � for each coded symbol is defined by

a � �b[Q]|^�� � 6 � # 6 � J � � ����	� � 6 �|# 6 �~J ���:� � 	 � � � � & 3��  6 � 9 �*� 6 �� $� �|� � �*,��*�F,�� & 	 B (5)

Similar to the perfect CSI case, the message a � is independent
of all messages Y�Z , so it is the same at each iteration.

d) Pilot and Data Correct Decision Feedback: Pilot and
data correct decision feedback (PDCDF) is not a practical al-
gorithm. However, it can be used to derive a lower bound on
the minimum � ( / � � required to achieve error-free transmis-
sion. In this case, the output of the channel constraint node for
the A th symbol is determined by the pilot symbol as well as the
other

��� U symbols in the block. However, it is assumed that
due to the presence of a genie, the correct values of these

��� U
symbols ��� t #>BCB>BD#p� � sit #g� �D� t #>BCBCB>#p� k)s�t 	 are available in each
iteration. The resulting message is of the form

a �:� � � �)& 3O�  6 � � 9 � � 6 � ,E� �)& c k)s�tZ f t u Z vf � � �:� 	 ; � 6 Z 	 � $� � � � � ,@� � ,��)&4� ����� 	y	 B
(6)

Once again, it is observed that the messages a � remain the same
at each iteration. In addition, as it will be shown in the next sec-
tion, this is equivalent to the PO case where the effective pilot
energy is �*��,�� �¡� UL	<� & , since the other

�¢� U symbols in
the block also act as pilots for the A th symbol. Finally, follow-
ing an argument similar to the one used in [6], one can show
that the PDCDF receiver performs better than the sum-product
algorithm as well.

e) Quantized Decision Feedback: In the PDCDF case,
�G� U coded symbols in the block act as pilots for calculat-
ing the log-likelihood for the A th symbol. This is a hypotheti-
cal scenario where the receiver knows exactly the values of the

�£� U symbols sent. However, when the incoming messagesY>Z are strongly biased towards ¤:¥ the corresponding symbols



can act as pilots as well. Motivated by this observation, we pro-
pose an ad-hoc algorithm, quantized decision feedback (QDF),
which operates as follows. The incoming messages are first
quantized according to the following rule�Y>Z � �� � , � if ��� Y�Z� if

� ��� Y>Z �	��:�
if Y Z � � �F# (7)

where � is a predetermined threshold value. The message a �
is now evaluated assuming that all symbols for which J Y Z J�
	�
act as pilots, while those for which J Y Z J��� do not contribute
in the estimation process.

a �O� � � � & 3O�  6 ��� 9 �*� 6 � ,E� � & c k)s�tZ f t u Z vf � �Y�Z�6%Z 	 � $� ��� � �*,@���F,�� & � ��� , � 	2	 # (8)

where
� �

is the number of non-zero quantized messages, other
than the one corresponding to the A th symbol. It is emphasized
that unlike the previous cases, in the QDF scheme, the channel
constraint node must recalculate the message a � at each iter-
ation, thus resulting in an iterative joint detection/estimation
technique.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS WITH DENSITY EVOLUTION

Analysis using density evolution involves evaluating the
probability density functions (pdfs) of the messages exchanged
between the nodes of the factor graph [1], given the pdfs of
the initial messages. To apply density evolution, the all-zero
codeword is assumed to have been transmitted. This assump-
tion is not restrictive since the fading channel considered herein
satisfies the channel symmetry condition � � 6 � J � � � �|	b�
� � � 6 � J � � � � 	 . In addition, for the decoding algorithms de-
scribed in Section III, the channel constraint node preserves
symmetry since a flip in sign of 6 � results in a flip in sign of a �
at each iteration.

Under the standard assumptions of large girth (compared to
the iteration number), the neighborhood of a graph is essen-
tially a tree. In this case, all messages passed in the factor
graph are independent and all calculated pdfs are exact. In the
practical situation where cycles are present in the graph, it was
shown in [1] that the average behavior of the code converges to
the cycle-free case as the length of the code increases.

It is observed that for all algorithms (except the QDF algo-
rithm) described in Section III, the messages from the channel
constraint nodes do not change with iterations. Thus, in or-
der to perform density evolution in these cases, it suffices to
evaluate the initial message densities and follow the standard
pdf transformations described in [1] to trace the pdfs of the
messages exchanged in the code portion of the factor graph.
Furthermore, it can be observed that all a � messages described
previously are of the form

a ��� 3O�  4����� $ (9)

where � is a constant, � and � are zero-mean complex Gaus-
sian variables, and the subscript A is dropped for notational
simplicity. The pdf of a can be found using the results in Ap-
pendix B of [11] as

� � a 	 � � t � M� t , � M H � ������� � � a 	R, � s ������� � a 	wN (10)

where
� � a 	 is the unit step function, and � t and � M are given by� t � � /�� �}� � � �!�L� "#" ,1� �$"4	�% (11a)� M � � / �&�}� � � �!�L� "#" � � �$"4	 % # (11b)

where � �!� � tM �PH �� � N , � "#" � tM �IH �'� � N , and � �!" � tM �IH ��� � N .a) The Perfect CSI, PO, and PDCDF Receivers: In the
perfect CSI case, � t and � M are given by� t � � � /)( U 9 � & � 9 � & , � � , 9 � & 	�* (12a)� M � � �4/ ( US9 �)&%�29 �)&�, � � � 9 �'&D	 * B (12b)

Substituting these results in (10) we get a closed form expres-
sion for the initial density, which is the same result as in [3].

Similarly, for the PO case, the corresponding constants are
evaluated as� t � � �����*�',�� & , � ��	U 9 �*�L� & � 9 �����F, � ��	C��� & , � �%	R, 9 �*�"� & 	 (13a)

� M � � �����*�',�� & , � ��	U 9 � � �)&%� 9 ��� � , � � 	C���)& , � � 	 � 9 � � �)&D	 B (13b)

The message pdfs for the hypothetical PDCDF receiver can
be evaluated using (9) with � � 6 � and �¡� 9 �*� 6 �I,� � & c k)sitZ f t u Zwvf � � �:� 	 ; = 6%Z , resulting in equations similar to (13)
with ��� substituted by the effective pilot energy � �%u +-,$, �� � ,b� � � UL	2�)& .

b) The QDF Receiver: For the QDF receiver, the mes-
sage pdfs at the . th iteration from the channel constraint node
are dependent on the pdfs �0/21 sit�3 � Y Z 	 of the incoming messagesY Z at the previous iteration. The message pdf from the channel
constraint node at the . th iteration can be evaluated using total
probability as

� /41 3 � a 	 � k)s M56 f � k)s M s
65 + f � � � a J 7
# � 	 _ /21 sit�3 �87
# � 	 (14)

where 7 is the number of good messages with
�Y Z �G, � and� is the number of erroneous messages with

�Y Z � �:�
. For

the initial message density,
�Y Z �0� for all X . Furthermore, the

joint mass function _ /41 s�t93 �87
# � 	 of good and erroneous quan-
tized signals at the . �8� st iteration is given by a multinomial
distribution

_ /41 s�t93 �87
# � 	 �;: ��� U7 # �=< _ 66 _ ++ � � � _ 6 � _ + 	 kFs M s 6 s + (15)

where _ 6 �?> � �Y>Z � , � 	��A@CB� �D/21 sit�3 � Y>Z 	<� Y>Z and _E+b�> � �Y Z � �:� 	�� @ s �s B �D/21 s�t93 � Y Z 	<� Y Z . The conditional pdfs



� � a J 7
# � 	 can be evaluated using (9) and (10) with ��� 6 � and�8� c k)s�tZ f �>u Zwvf � � � Z �Y>Z 6%Z . The constants � t and � M are deter-
mined using (11) with the following relationships

�IH ��� � N �b� & , � � (16a)

�IH � ���gN �!���*�F,�� & � 7 � � 	2	 M , � �����*�',�� & �87:, � 	2	
(16b)

�IH �����TN � 9 � & ���*�F,�� & � 7 � � 	y	gB (16c)

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, density evolution results are generated using
discretized density evolution [12]. In particular, each message
is quantized using an 3 � -bit uniform quantizer with U ��� �b�
quantization levels. The range of the quantizer is very roughly
optimized to obtain low � ( / � � thresholds for reasonable val-
ues of 3 � . Since messages are quantized, only probability
mass functions need to be evaluated, thus the resulting �O( / � �
thresholds can be considered as upper bounds for belief prop-
agation with continuous densities. However, discretized den-
sity evolution is exact for a practical receiver that quantizes the
messages before iterative processing.

The following results are all based on a �����L#g�|�T	 � ����#���	
regular LDPC code and discretized density evolution using an
8-bit quantizer in the range � � �
	~#���	L	 . A binary search over�)( / � � with a resolution of 0.001 dB is conducted to find the
smallest � ( / � � such that the bit error rate is less than

� � s� in
at most 1000 iterations. In addition, the distribution of power
to the pilot and coded symbols was numerically optimized (for
the PO and QDF receivers) to minimize the � ( / � � threshold.

Fig. 2 displays a summary of the density evolution results
for the different decoding schemes. For the perfect CSI case,
density evolution resulted in an � ( / � � threshold of 3.06 dB,
which agrees with the results in [3]. We note that for the per-
fect CSI case, the overall code rate 3 � � 3 ����B�	 . How-
ever, for the other cases where a pilot symbol is transmitted,3 � � 3 � �G��� 	 / � �¡��B�	S� �£��� 	 / �

. Thus, the compari-
son between these cases with the CSI case is not exactly fair,
especially for small values of

�
. This inconsistency can be cor-

rected by using different irregular LDPC codes with appropri-
ate degree polynomials such that the overall rates of the com-
pared systems are equal.

In the same figure, the PDCDF curve is shown as a lower
bound on the �'( / � � threshold. It is observed that for large

�
,

the performance of both the PO and PDCDF cases approaches
the perfect CSI performance, which can also be proved using
(12), and (13).

The performance gain when the energy distribution between� � and �)& is optimized can also be observed in Fig. 2. For
� � U"� , the threshold for the PO receiver is about 1.7 dB
lower with the energy distribution optimized compared to the
case when � � ���)& . A 0.8 dB improvement is seen in the
equivalent scenario for the QDF receiver. The optimal values
of ��� / � & for

� � � � and
� �£U"� are 5.4 dB and 7.2 dB,
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Fig. 2. Discretized density evolution results for (3,6) regular LDPC code over
a complex Gaussian flat fading channel.

respectively, for the PO receiver and 3.5 dB and 3.3 dB for the
QDF receiver.

The performance of the QDF receiver is significantly better
than the PO receiver. For

� � U"� , the ��( / � � threshold for
the optimized QDF case is about 4.4 dB which is about 1.0 dB
lower than the optimized PO threshold and 0.8 dB higher than
the PDCDF lower bound. For

� � � � , the QDF threshold
is 3.7 dB which is about 1.1 dB lower than the PO case and
0.4 dB away from the PDCDF lower bound. The gap between
the QDF and PDCDF performance decreases as

�
increases.

It should be emphasized that for small values of the channel
coherence time

�
, i.e.,

� ��	 to
� � , the performance differ-

ence between the optimized QDF and the lower bound is quite
significant ( �8U dB). At this point, it is not clear whether this is
a limitation of the pilot-symbol-assisted scheme, or a limitation
of the suboptimal QDF receiver, or both, nor is it clear whether
the PDCDF bound is tight in this region.

VI. SYMMETRY AND STABILITY CONDITIONS

In this section, we will discuss necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for convergence (to zero probability of error) of the
iterative schemes described earlier. The basic result in this
area was derived in [2] for LDPC codes operating on binary-
input/scalar-output memoryless channels. In particular, it was
shown that if the channel input/output description is symmet-
ric, i.e., if the pdf of the scalar output � , conditioned on the
binary input � satisfies

� � �iJ � �b��	 � � � � ��J � � � 	T# (17)

then the pdf � � a 	 of the initial message a �b[Q]|^ , / "�� ;Df � 3, / "�� ;Df t93 satis-
fies an exponential symmetry of the form

� � � a 	 � � s � � � a 	 a 
E�SB (18)

Furthermore, it was shown that this exponential symmetry is in-
variable to message transformations related to the sum-product



algorithm. Based on this result, necessary and sufficient condi-
tions that involve the degree polynomials and the channel pa-
rameters were derived that guarantee the convergence of the
sum-product algorithm to zero probability of error. Specifi-
cally, the general stability condition stated in [2] is as follows.
For an exponential symmetric initial message density � � a 	 , de-
fine � � � [K]L^ � Bs B � � a 	 � s ��� M � a B (19)

If � � ����	 � � � � 	 
 � & , then the probability of error will be
bounded away from zero at all iterations. If � � ����	 � � � � 	 � � & ,
then there exists an � 
5� such that @ �s B � � a 	2� a ��� implies
that the probability of error converges to zero as the number of
iterations increases to infinity.

There are two main obstacles in applying the above results
to the algorithms presented in Section III: (i) the channels un-
der consideration are not memoryless, and (ii) the channel out-
put is not a scalar, but a complex vector. Regarding the first
obstacle, the requirement of a memoryless channel is not ac-
tually necessary if the decoding algorithm and the channel sat-
isfy the following conditions: the messages from the channel
constraint node do not change with iterations and all messages
arriving at a given variable or code check node are independent
at each iteration. It can be shown for the PO algorithm that the
channel is equivalent to a binary-input vector-output channel
where the input � � results in a channel output H 6 � # 6 � N . This
case satisfies the above conditions as long as the code is long
enough and the interleaver is chosen suitably. In the follow-
ing we present a method that overcomes the second obstacle by
transforming the vector channel to an equivalent scalar channel
with input/output symmetry as in (17). In particular, consider
a new channel which takes the output of the original channel,H 6 �~# 6 �TN , and creates a new output� � ��[K]L^�� � 6 � # 6 � J � � �8�|	� � 6 �|# 6 ��J ���O� � 	 B (20)

It should be clear that � � is a sufficient statistic for � � since no
information is lost in the new channel. Thus, the concatenation
of the original and new channels forms an equivalent binary-
input scalar-output channel (from ��� to �|� ). Furthermore, the
density � � ����J �~��� ��	 is in the form of (10) where � t and � Mare expressed in (13), and the density � � �~��J �~�:� � 	 is the same
as � � ���SJ �~� ���|	 except that � t and � M are switched. Thus, the
equivalent channel satisfies the input/output symmetry of (17).
As a result, the corresponding initial message a �� used by the
sum-product algorithm,

a �� �b[K]L^ � � � ���� � ��� H � �-� " = � � � � � 	R, � s ��� " = � � � � 	wN� � � ���� � ��� H � � � " = � � � �|�4	R, � s � � " = � � �|�"	wN
� � � M � � t 	 �|�:�+� � M � � t 	 � � �)& 3O�  6 � 9 � � 6 �� $� ��� � �*,@���F,�� & 	 # (21)

will satisfy the exponential symmetry of (18). Thus the stability
conditions of [2], stated in (19), hold for the PO case, with the

quantity � & evaluated as

� & � � , � � �)&
� �|�����),�� & , � ��	 # (22)

which implicitly depends on the channel coherence time
�

.
Furthermore, since the PDCDF case is equivalent to the PO
case with an effective pilot energy of � �4u +9, ,��8�*��, � �@� UL	<� & ,
these results also apply to the PDCDF case. Finally, for the
perfect CSI case, the corresponding result can be found to be� & � � ,�� & / � � , which agrees with the result of [3].

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have extended the analysis of LDPC
codes to frequency-non-selective, time-selective fading chan-
nels where the fading affects both the amplitude and phase of
the transmitted symbols and the channel dynamics are taken
explicitly into account. Two practical receiver algorithms were
proposed (i.e., the PO and QDF receivers) and analyzed using
density evolution. Using this analytical tool, the allocation of
power to the pilots and the coded symbols was optimized. Re-
sults showed that the performance of the optimized codes is 1 to
2 dB better than the non-optimized ones. Finally, by transform-
ing the PO receiver to an equivalent binary-input/scalar-output
symmetric channel, stability conditions similar to the ones de-
rived in [2] were obtained.
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